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Scrapbooking is a very universal and personal hobby to most of us. It is where we record our
daily activities, where we keep photos or other miscellaneous likes to look back on –
whether that is because it holds any sort of enjoyment or sentimental value attached to it.
Through the love of scrapbooking in the 19th century, today we are given the insight into
how life was like back then. These scrapbookers have allowed us to benefit from their
collection as artefacts were stored in them, that may be of interest to us, and so we are able
to see, through the Forrest and Turner collections as well as journal entries what theatre
was like and also how loved William Shakespeare was.
Mr Henry R Forrest and his family loved scrapbooking, they each made it their own. This
family lived in Manchester during the 1800s. When it came to Shakespeare, they curated 76
completed collections of scrapbooking solely based on the playwright. The fact that there
are 76 volumes of scrapbooking shows the love the Forrest family had for Shakespeare. It
could have become a daily activity for the family where they, perhaps, saw this as an
opportunity for some family bonding.

Not only did they collect anything to do with Shakespeare (whether that being illustrations
of plays, portraits of actors who played their favourite characters or even theatre playbills)
the family also personalised it – making it unique to them. Some images included are
coloured-in drawings the Forrest children completed. You can see how the Forrest’s
included two of the same drawings so one could be personalised by the children; implying
how not only did the parents love Shakespeare and his work but so did their children. Also,
below the coloured-in picture of Othello with a sleeping Desdemona, you can see Mr
Forrest’s annotation linking the image of Othello and his wife Desdemona with himself and

his own wife. To see annotations like these in the Forrest collection is something quite
special and personal.
Mr James Turner was also another lover of Shakespeare and scrapbooking. Unfortunately,
not much is known about him except for the volumes of scrapbooking he created that
remain today. There are a range of portraits Turner collected of how Othello was perceived
as. It is quite fascinating to see the costumes of Othello as well as the actors who played
him.

Recording this was just an enjoyment for Turner but thanks to him, we are given much more
insight into theatre back then and how far, in theatre, we have come. Furthermore, we see
how the love of the playwright’s plays seem to transcend through keeping copies of
newspaper clippings from different languages (i.e. French and German). This reinforces the
message behind scrapbooking and Shakespeare as both were universally loved. His plays
were adored so much so that language did not seem as a barrier when it came to accessing
Shakespeare’s plays. The Shakespeare Memorial Library has over 94 languages of
Shakespeare’s plays showing just how vast the collection actually is.

Gordon Crosse, though he did not scrapbook, he did keep journal entries of every
Shakespeare play he went to and so he seems just as important to talk about. Crosse was
born in 1874, his father would read the playwright’s plays to him when he was a child and
this was how his love for Shakespeare began. It further developed due to his English master
Dick Chalker and his school’s Shakespeare society. He loved Shakespeare’s work so much
that according to his obituary his only hobby was theatregoing. Because of this hobby,
Crosse was able to attend over 500 of these performances and 207 of these were recorded
in his journals; he even went to productions that were not advertised as much, showing his
in-depth knowledge and research about Shakespeare plays. Crosse’s notebooks are very
significant pieces in the Shakespeare collection; he included alternations and changes made
in plays, however small, in his journals, which gives us a broader understanding of how plays
and performances ran back in the day. In some of the images of his journals there are
comments made by Crosse about how the actor shook his head when it was not needed and
also how long plays where and where parts were cut from. Crosse’s theatregoing’s
coincided with one of the two major revolutions in the staging of Shakespeare1 showing just
how important his journal keeping was.
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Going back to scrapbooking, there seems to be various amounts of playbills included; due to
these playbills being kept and preserved, there is a better understanding of how theatres
used to operate. In some of the images, of the playbills, below you can see the strange
intervals that would be included in the performances. ‘Dogs & Monkeys’ would make an
appearance and ‘go through their surprising performances’ and there would be a
gymnastics performance too. In image two, you can see that the actor (Ira Aldridge) playing
Othello is not mentioned even though he was a well-known and accomplished actor of the
time, which is unfortunate and this piece of information would have been missed if not kept
in scrapbooks. Aldridge was a playwright, theatre manager and one of the ‘first black
American tragedians’ so seeing that he was not mentioned in the playbill for a showing of
Othello seems very biased and unnecessary.

It is never too late to pick up scrapbooking or journaling, remember the wise words of
theatre critic, Kenneth Tynan: ‘reviews are letters addressed to the future.2 The significance
of something as small as scrapbooking could have such a huge effect on history. Not only
does the message of scrapbooking show how universally loved Shakespeare was and still is,
it also shows the importance of preserving such safekeeps as is signifies how personal
Shakespeare’s plays were to people and how their love for his plays added a lot more
meaning to the playwright’s work as well as broadcasting his work.
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